
Moisture Meters for Hay
From the most basic to the most advanced model, each Delmhorst hay meter accurately monitors 
moisture content. Proper moisture control at baling is key to reducing mold development and...... 
preserving leaves, color, and feed value. By using any Delmhorst F-series moisture meter, hay..... 
producers can both produce better quality hay and minimize their economic losses.

FX-2000

F-2000

F-6/6-30

This state of the art meter is ideal for high volume producers who need the 
time-saving convenience of on-the-go monitoring. The FX-2000 features a bright 
digital display, an adjustable alarm that lets you know when a  
pre-selected moisture threshold is reached, and the ability to store readings. 
Whether in the windrow, on-the-go while baling, or in the bale, the FX-2000 
gives clear, accurate moisture readings every step of the way! 

The F-2000 is great for hay producers who are looking to enhance quality.... 
control, but don’t need to check moisture while baling. With the same bright 
display, adjustable alarm, and reading storage as the FX-2000, the F-2000 is a 
great value for its price.

With simplified controls, the F-6/6-30 is a great entry level meter for hay........ 
producers. It is also a favorite among those serving the export markets that.... 
require lower MC range readings. Also available with 13%-40% MC range as 
F-6.
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Carrying Case

The 324CAS-0065 hard plastic carrying case protects your moisture meter and 
has room for additional prods and accessories. This case comes standard with 
our deluxe packages which include your meter of choice, H-4 Handle, 830-2 
prod, and 831 prod. The FX-2000 package also includes the 1986 bale chamber 
sensor.
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Electrodes & Accessories

1235 830 Series H-4 Handle

10” prod used for testing. 
standard bales. Attaches 
directly to the connector on top 
of the meter. Also available in 
18” length as 1235/18. 

Prods for testing standard and 
high density bales (requires 
H-4 Handle). Available in 10”, 
18”, 36”, and 12” lengths as 
830-2, 830-3, 830-4, and.. 
830-5 respectively.

Electrode handle that attaches 
to the top of the meter. Can 
be used with the 830-series 
prods or the 831 short pin disc 
shaped prod. Useful for large 
or high density bales. 

For 70 years, Delmhorst has been the leading manufacturer of high quality moisture meters and  
thermo-hygrometers. We offer a wide range of meters for a variety of applications including         
restoration, IAQ, flooring, woodworking/lumber, construction, agriculture and paper. For further    
details on our entire line of products, visit us at our website. 

831 1986 MCS-4

Short pin disc shaped prod. 
For testing hay in the windrow 
(requires H-4 Handle). 

Bale chamber sensor used 
with the FX-2000 with for 
continuous monitoring during 
baling. Comes with 30’ cable. 
Also available as 1986/40 with 
40’ cable.

Moisture content standard 
used to verify moisture 
meter calibration. Has 
electrical resistance values of 
16% and 22% to test against. 
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